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								FUNDAMENTALLY NEW.
 SCIENTIFICALLY ADVANCED.
 SIMPLY BEYOND COMPARISON.

								Experience life-changing results today.

								Based on decades of pioneering research.

								Find Out More
							


					

				


			
				
					
						

							
								
									
										
											
												Finally we have the elusive remedy for your self-limiting thoughts and behaviours.

												This new and revolutionary technology will lead you to personal liberation and spiritual growth beyond your imagination.
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													Improves mental abilities

													Including increased focus
and concentration.
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													Reduces stress.

													Resulting in improved health
and increased longevity.
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													Better sleep, more energy.

													Keeps your mind and body
young and sharp.

												
											
										

									

									
										
											Our advanced neuroVector™ audio technology will eliminate the self-defeating mental and emotional states to which you have become compulsively and physiologically dependent on. Tested extensively and found to work for everybody, we guarantee it will change your life in ways that will absolutely astound you.

										

									

								

						

					

					
						

							
								
									
										
											
												
													Effortless Clarity

												
												By using our revolutionary NeuroVector Brainwave Synchronization audio technology, you will achieve long-lasting and profound neurological
changes in the function of your mental processes.
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													The Future Is Here

												
												The benefits from brainwave entrainment have been demonstrated
for decades by hundreds of rigorous scientific studies,
conducted by all major Universities worldwide.

												
													See Our Research
												
											
										

									

								

							

					

					
						
							
								
									

										
											
												Featured Articles
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																Synchronization

															
															For many decades it has been shown that when the brain is presented with a rhythmic stimulus like a tune or bit, the rhythm is mirrored in the brain's electrical impulses (brain waves). For this reason when we want to relax, we play classical music or listen to the soothing sounds of nature and when we want to become more active, we listen to faster rhythms, such as heavy rock...
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																Hormonal Activity Studies

															
															With neuroVector™ the brain releases many highly beneficial substances, including human growth hormone, which decreases with ageing, resulting in many ageing symptoms including loss of muscle tone, increased weight gain, loss of stamina, and many diseases associated with ageing...
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																Information Overload

															
															Few people are aware that the exposure to redundant information charge the brain with too many tasks, we are encouraged to consume more than we need, most of what we learn serves no useful purpose in our lives...
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														The Biology of Emotions

													
													Self help for mood disorders, major depression, bipolar depression, manic depression, mental illness, psychosomatic disorders, alcoholism, addiction, and aggressive or violent behavior.

													The self help measures in the article on this page bring rapid relief from depression and in time full and permanent recovery from bi-polar depressive disorders, mood disorders, major depression, clinical depression, manic-depression, co-dependency, alcoholism and all addictions, obsessive compulsive disorders, aggressive or violent behavior, emotional, nervous, and mental disorders, and symptoms of Parkinson's and Alzheimer's disease.
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								UltraSync-Perfect Meditation
	Ultimate Stimulation


						
					

					
						
						
							Client Reports

							"I no longer undermine my feelings, it's been a long time since I
							wanted more for myself in a healthy way. I feel like now I can attract
							love, money, anything my heart desires and my heart desires so much
							now."

							— Dr. Adrian E. Becker, Ph.D., client.
Read
							More
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